Pakistan apex court adjourns hearing by a day on rejection of no-confidence vote.

PTI / @dailypioneer

President pháted former finance minister Ishaq Dar was on Monday summoned to the apex court over the rejections of his plea for the adjournment of the vote on the no-confidence motion in the National Assembly, which was rejected by a majority vote.

The summons came after the court rejected Dar’s plea for a one-day adjournment of the vote on the no-confidence motion, which was scheduled to take place on Monday.

The apex court’s decision was taken on a petition filed by Dar, who sought an adjournment of the vote on the no-confidence motion.

The court had earlier rejected Dar’s plea for the adjournment of the vote, which was held on March 2.
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Lankan Opp rejects Previote to join Govt

The Opposition in Sri Lanka has rejected the proposal of opposition leader Ranil Wickremesinghe to appoint a caretaker prime minister.

Wickremesinghe had earlier proposed the appointment of a caretaker prime minister, following the resignation of Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa, to ensure a smooth transition of power.

The proposal was rejected by the Opposition, who said that it would not accept a caretaker prime minister until a new government is formed through democratic means.

The Opposition also said that it would not support any move that would undermine the democratic process.

PTI / @dailypioneer

Oil prices surged on Monday, fuelled by the HDFC Bank’s announcement that it would raise its shareholders’ stakes by 10%.

The announcement, which came amid concerns about the state of the global economy, pushed up oil prices by up to 7%.

The HDFC Bank’s decision to raise its shareholders’ stakes is expected to have a positive impact on the company’s financial position.

PTI / @dailypioneer

The 2023-24 financial year’s budget presented by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman to the Lok Sabha on Monday has been largely focused on infrastructure development.

The budget, which aims to boost the economy, included provisions for the development of new infrastructure projects, including roads, bridges, and airports.

PTI / @dailypioneer

The Draft National Security Bill, which aims to provide a legal framework for the management of security threats, was tabled in the Lok Sabha on Monday.

The bill, which is expected to be passed by the end of the current session, would give the government more powers to deal with security threats.

PTI / @dailypioneer

The Hindu says that the recent events have highlighted the need for a strong and effective policy to address the issue of rising fuel prices.

The newspaper points out that the recent fuel price hikes have led to increased inflation, which could have a negative impact on the economy.

The Hindu also highlights the need for the government to take steps to reduce the dependence on oil imports.

PTI / @dailypioneer

The Indian government has announced that it will provide financial assistance to states to help them cope with the rising cost of fuel.

The assistance will be given in the form of a special allocation to states, which will be used to compensate for the increase in fuel prices.

PTI / @dailypioneer

The Supreme Court has ordered the government to compensating the states for the increased fuel prices.

The government has been asked to pay the states a compensation of Rs. 40,000 per litre of fuel.

PTI / @dailypioneer

The government has also been asked to implement a scheme to provide fuel subsidy to the states.

The scheme will be implemented in two phases, with the first phase covering the period from July 1 to September 30, and the second phase covering the period from October 1 to December 31.

PTI / @dailypioneer

The government has also assured the states that it will take all necessary steps to ensure that the fuel subsidy scheme is implemented effectively.

PTI / @dailypioneer

The defiency of nutrition and vitamins cause dangerous diseases.

Nutrients are a natural organic solution for the defiency of nutrition and vitamins cause dangerous diseases.

Nutrient Deficiencies can cause fatigue, bone weakness, and other health problems. Nutrients can also help prevent chronic diseases such as heart disease, diabetes, and cancer.

Nutrients are essential for the proper functioning of the body. They help to maintain the body's energy levels, support the immune system, and promote healthy skin and hair.

Nutrients are found in a variety of foods, including fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and lean meats.
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The government has announced a new programme for the provision of financial assistance to states to help them cope with the rising cost of fuel.

The assistance will be given in the form of a special allocation to states, which will be used to compensate for the increase in fuel prices.
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Haryana Congress opposes resolution on Chandigarh, dubs it ‘political gimmick’

We have seen and discussed the resolution passed in the Punjab Assembly on Chandigarh, which we strongly condemn. The resolution is nothing but a political gimmick to satisfy the demands of the Haryana Congress. We have been demanding a complete devolution of powers to the Union Government to the people’s doorsteps. The resolution passed by the Punjab Assembly will not address the concerns of the people of Chandigarh. We will continue to fight for the people of Chandigarh to ensure their rights and demands are met.

Punjab CM Bhagwant Mann has announced the setting up of a task force to address the problems faced by the general public. The Chief Minister has also directed the officers to work with missionary zeal. We will continue to work towards the betterment of the people of Chandigarh.

Puneet Agarwal and Praneet Thakkar

Punjab Directs CMs to hold night patrolling drive

Punjab Chief Minister Bhagwant Mann has directed the police departments in the state to hold a night patrolling drive to prevent road accidents. The drive will be conducted from April 1 to May 31.

The Chief Minister said that the night patrolling drive is being conducted to ensure the safety of the people and to prevent any accidents on the roads. He also directed the police to take strict action against any suspicious activity during the drive.

The drive is a continuation of the police department’s ongoing efforts to improve road safety in the state. The police have been conducting regular night patrolling drives to prevent road accidents and ensure the safety of the people.

The Chief Minister also directed the police to take all necessary precautions to ensure the safety of the people during the drive. He also directed the police to ensure that the drive is conducted in a time-bound manner.

Punjab Police

Punjab Police launches road safety drive, focus on moving traffic violations

Punjab Police has launched a road safety drive to focus on traffic violations. The drive will be conducted from April 1 to May 31.

The drive is aimed at reducing traffic violations and improving road safety in the state. The police have been conducting regular road safety drives to reduce traffic violations.

The drive is a continuation of the police department’s ongoing efforts to improve road safety in the state. The police have been conducting regular road safety drives to reduce traffic violations.

The Chief Minister also directed the police to take all necessary precautions to ensure the safety of the people during the drive. He also directed the police to ensure that the drive is conducted in a time-bound manner.

Punjab Police

Punjab Police
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Concerns raised over States’ unsustainable massive populism plans
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Mention of ‘dovery merits’ in textbook causes massive outrage on social media
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**PUBLIC NOTICE**

Branch Office: ICICI Bank Ltd, Plot No. 23, New Road Complex, Palam Vihar, Gurgaon- 122101.

This bank has the right to dispose of any property of an account holder to meet any demand on the account holders, which includes the right to evict the account holder from the premises. The bank will not be responsible for any loss or damage caused to the account holder. The bank reserves the right to take action against the account holder for any breach of the terms and conditions of the account.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property Address</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. House No. 126, Sector 63, Gurgaon</td>
<td>Evicted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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How pragmatic can it all get?

A common test for admission into Central Universities might just now seem appealing, but it could heavily impact learning in the long run

The pivot?

Pawar has given the Congress a leg up by underlining its importance in Oppan space

T

he Shirdi-Pawar emerged as the pivot of a national A-B front for the 2024 general elections. He did not hit it but his assertion that a national alternative to the BJP is impossible without the Congress certainly raises his political stature. By affording the continued relevance of the Congress to the Opposition space, there is an emerging ‘grand-old-party’ brand in the country. It is as if he gave the Congress the reprieve from fellow A-B parties that it was desperately needed. In Kashmir, the once clean air of politics in that region has been clouded by various issues that may influence the future course of action of the anti-BJP constituencies.

For one, he echoed the need in bringing the chairmanship of the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) under Sonia Gandhi’s control. The UPA is a political goliath. He is ready to “cooperate, support and strengthen” any attempt to provide an alternative to the A-B front, excluding the Congress. TheBJP has been spearheading this movement. Over the past two years, it has been dominant in strong regional, upcountry states, the Congress is the only party that “has a pan-India presence” and it has a “wide base” and it can be said to be a practical decision.

If the regional satraps consider his advice “then something will happen,” he referred to the idea of forming a front against the BJP. The Congress has been an important player in the states. The Congress and the UPA has been in power for two terms. The former has been spearheading this movement. Two years ago, when the BJP took office in many states, the Congress had a strong presence in many states, and in the Congress, the party is the only party that “has a pan-India presence.” It has a “wide base” and it can be said to be a practical decision.

Maratha sars’ statement comes a week after Union Minister Nitin Gadkari had the Congress emerge as a stronger opposition because that would help democracy. Gadkari had also pointed out that regional parties trying to take the place of a weakened Congress was not good for democracy. Reams will be written about the hidden meanings in the comment and the reaction of the two leaders. The Congress’ role in the latest Assembly elections stretched the regional forces. With both sides sticking to their stand, there is going to be an issue for a face-saving argument for the regional forces while trying to take the place of the party. Pawar did not give a tip to the Congress and it is up to Sonia Gandhi to return the favour of his active support. It was a strong statement and could have an impact. The Congress may certainly use this to the party to strike a chord with the internal dissidents and ready itself for its big decision: Who would be the next elected president?

It is not to demean any of our neighbouring countries, which are all sovereign States with supposedly responsible Governments to take care of their domestic issues or strife. It is just meant to highlight the dichotomy between the state of affairs in our own country and that of the ones surrounding us on all sides, especially in the light of an airy voice that claim that the quality of life and governance in India has been steadily declining with time. Now, there are problems that a ruling dispensation should not change and strategy for, and whom there are some which are unpredictable, swift and calamitous. The Coronavirus pandemic would be an appropriate example of the latter, which left the entire world reeling under its impact with recent regard to the advancement of health infrastructure, economy or geographical placement. On the other hand, the claim that is being witnessed in the countries adjacency India is the result of its own respective policy misjudgments or a possible government. Take the example of Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Afghanistan or even bigger, stable superpowers such as China and Russia.

Of course, India is a country that is not a stranger to its own strife and ills. It is in this context that the example of Chandigarh, Bhakra and other nearby towns that are situated on the border of Pakistan, can be seen as a case study. The city of Chandigarh, which is a special category, is a city that was planned by the architect Le Corbusier. The city is known for its modern architecture and planning. However, the city has been plagued by various socio-economic issues. The city is known for its high unemployment rate and poverty. The government has been working on various initiatives to improve the situation. Chandigarh is a city that is known for its high unemployment rate and poverty. The government has been working on various initiatives to improve the situation. Chandigarh is a city that is known for its high unemployment rate and poverty. The government has been working on various initiatives to improve the situation. Chandigarh is a city that is known for its high unemployment rate and poverty. The government has been working on various initiatives to improve the situation. Chandigarh is a city that is known for its high unemployment rate and poverty. The government has been working on various initiatives to improve the situation. Chandigarh is a city that is known for its high unemployment rate and poverty. The government has been working on various initiatives to improve the situation.

On January 19, 1970, another non-official resolution was moved by Chandigarh Radhakrishna Sahni for the resolution of the Chandigarh, Bhakra and other nearby towns that are situated on the border of Pakistan, can be seen as a case study. On January 17, 1970, a resolution seeking merger of Chandigarh, Bhakra and other nearby towns with Punjab was moved by Chandigarh Radhakrishna Sahni. Another resolution seeking the transfer of Hindu majority in Chandigarh was moved by Bajinder Singh Manak on October 31, 1969. A resolution for implementation of the 'Punjab Resolutions' (the 'Punjab resolution') of the Chandigarh assembly member moved by Bajinder Singh Manak on October 31, 1969.
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The return of Indian students back to the war-torn nation is highly unlikely

**Efforts to boost tax revenue will come to naught, especially if more favourable policies are allowed to grow in an unsustainable manner**

The return of Indian students back to the war-torn nation is highly unlikely

**FIRSTCOLUMN: INDIAN RETURNEES FACE AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE**

M ANY factors contribute to Indian students landing in Ukraine for higher studies particularly in medicine and other professions that are considered lucrative. This includes the recognition of degrees, ease of admission, and high-quality education. However, the recent conflict has led to a drastic chain of events, forcing students to return to India. 

The Indian government has taken several measures to facilitate the repatriation of Indian students from Ukraine, including the launch of special flights and assistance with accommodation and travel arrangements. Despite these efforts, the process of repatriation has not been smooth for all students. Some students have faced difficulties in obtaining travel documents, while others have encountered delays in the provision of travel assistance.

One student who has been repatriated is Dr. Aakar, a medical student from India, who was studying in Ukraine. He shared his experience with us. “I came back to India because of the ongoing war,” he said. “It was a tough decision, but it was necessary.”


dr._aakar (the writer) is a student who returned from Ukraine. The view expressed is personal.

**Savings are mandatory, but not sufficient to prop up the Ukrainian economy**

The crisis in the war-making for a decade and a half has created a massive economic shock for Ukraine, which has been exacerbated by the ongoing conflict. The war has caused a severe disruption in the economy, leading to a significant fall in GDP, high inflation, and a decline in foreign investment. The country has been struggling to meet its basic needs, including food and fuel, with prices soaring due to the conflict.

The government is reportedly calling in the tax-collecting to boost revenue, but it is unlikely to be successful. The country is facing a severe fiscal crisis, with the government heavily indebted and unable to meet its basic needs. The government is also facing pressure from international lenders, who are demanding reforms in order to receive further aid.

The economy is in a state of collapse, with the fall in production and consumption leading to a significant decrease in tax revenue. The government is reported to be considering further tax measures, but these are unlikely to be effective in the current economic environment.

**Conclusion**

The war in Ukraine is a complex and multifaceted crisis that requires a comprehensive solution. The Ukrainian government needs to take immediate action to stabilize the economy, including the implementation of necessary fiscal and monetary policies. International support is crucial to help the country recover and ensure a sustainable future. The ongoing conflict must be resolved through peaceful negotiations, and all parties involved must work toward a peaceful resolution.
Drug shortage persists in Russia after start of war

**UK: Russia refocusing on Donbas region**

A second round of negotiations between Russia and Ukraine in Turkey has brought little progress towards a ceasefire, but a new peace agreement may be possible in the near future. The talks could lead to a “roadmap” for talks and the possibility of a truce in the Donbas region.

**UK: Ukraine peace deals: Rounds of parliaments fail to reach a resolution**

On Monday, the Ukrainian parliament failed to agree on a peace deal with Russia. The current parliamentary session has failed to reach a consensus on the issue of a ceasefire and the lifting of sanctions.

**Hong Kong leader Lam says she won’t seek new term after rocky 5 years**

Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam said on Friday that she will not seek a new term as the city’s leader after five years marked by protests calling for her resignation, security concerns, and criticism over the handling of the coronavirus pandemic. Lam will not be seeking a second term when her current term ends in July, and she will call in as many as 42 lawmakers to testify at a special legislative session on Wednesday.

China sends military in to help with Shanghai Covid outbreak

China has sent a military unit to help with the coronavirus outbreak in the city of Shanghai, where strict lockdown measures have been imposed to curb the spread of the virus. The military unit will provide medical assistance and support for residents in Shanghai, which has been hit by a huge surge in cases in recent weeks.
India’s trade deficit up by 88% in FY22: Govt data

India’s trade deficit rose 87.5% in March and hit all-time highs in 2022-23 against the same period last year. The trade deficit during the entire 2022-23 stood at $40.66 billion, reaching 75.79% in initial deals.

The trade deficit in March was $40.66 billion, compared to $22.45 billion in March 2021, resulting in a trade deficit of $18.21 billion in the month. This was also an improvement from the trade deficit of $42.41 billion recorded in February 2022.

The trade deficit has increased by 87.5% compared to March 2021, and by 25.7% compared to February 2022. The trade deficit in 2022-23 was $18.21 billion, compared to $42.41 billion in 2021-22.

The trade deficit in March was $30.46 billion, compared to $22.45 billion in March 2021, resulting in a trade surplus of $8.21 billion in the month. This was an improvement from the trade surplus of $42.41 billion recorded in February 2022.
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Diabetes has become more prevalent in the past few years, with most people adopting a sedentary lifestyle and a diet that is high in processed foods, says DR SURENDA R KIKHARA

**HEALTHCARE MADE EASY**

Sena at Home is a remote healthcare service provider offering quality care to people who live far away from home. SUPRIYA RAMESH speaks with ATUL GANDHIO to know more.

**What is Sena At Home about?**

Sena at Home is a doctor-driven affordable, quality, and comprehensive healthcare accessible to Far and more people.

**What are the services?**

Our healthcare at home includes clinical evaluations and high-quality care delivered by over 1000 doctors. We deliver primary care and specialty care services via telehealth.

**How do you make use of the Sena At Home experience?**

We believe that in the days of the pandemic, remote healthcare is the future. We are making use of the Sena At Home experience to provide quality care to everyone, regardless of where they live.

**How is Sena at Home different from other similar telemedicine practices?**

At Sena At Home, our customers are our priority. Our primary care physicians are the first point of contact for our customers. We provide support to our doctors in all aspects of care, from administrative support to patient follow-up. Our goal is to create a seamless experience for our customers.

**Where do you see Sena at Home in the next five years?**

In 2022, we expect to record a 15% increase in the number of patients served by our platform, and we are looking to expand our services to more areas.

**Conclusion**

Senai at Home is a remote healthcare service provider offering quality care to people who live far away from home. SUPRIYA RAMESH speaks with ATUL GANDHIO to know more.

**NURBEE**

**Rare cancer surgery gives new life to one of the rarely pregnant women**

She was diagnosed with a large vaginal papillary sarcoma, a rare cancer that has a low survival rate. Both surgery and chemotherapy were tried, but they were unsuccessful.

**How did you come to know about Dr Mangla?**

I approached Dr Mangla when I was not responding to the usual treatments. She was a different doctor, and her approach was different.

**What are the challenges you faced during the surgery?**

One of the challenges was the size of the tumor, which was large and difficult to remove. Additionally, the location of the tumor made it difficult to access.

**What is the current status of your health?**

I am doing well after the surgery, and I am grateful to Dr Mangla for saving my life. She is a true miracle worker.

**What advice would you give to others who are facing similar challenges?**

I would advise them to seek the best possible medical care and to be persistent in their search for treatment. Dr Mangla is a true angel, and she saved my life.

**References**


Pedri masterclass sees off Sevilla

**AF P - BARCELONA**

A wonder goal from Pedri proved enough for Barcelona on Sunday as a 1-0 win over Sevilla saw Xavi Hernandez's side hold off League for the first time this season.

Barca's record-breaking strike against a dogged Sevilla was the 19-year-old's 10th goal of the season.

A 12-point advantage means realistically impossible now but Barcelona are in the driving seat in La Liga, which would be a remarkable achievement for a team that only a few months ago had hit the top four. When Xavi took over in November, three matches before the start of last season.

Ousmane Dembele added another goal, delivering another breathtaking display, and Barcelona are in danger of enduring a second season without winning the trophy.

The last time the Catalans won the title last season after a complete round of fixtures, was May 29 last year, with three matches before the start of last season.

Gerard Moreno failed to score for Sevilla but restored the two-goal cushion just before the end of the match after Wissam Ben Yedder, as Atletico Madrid are in the same match for PSG, which will be their first game before the international break.

The Champions League quarters also featured another remarkable achievement for a team that has lost its title.

**IN TEN MINUTES**

**Mbappe nets brace & creates three more to help PSG beat Madrid**

The French star now has four goals in the Champions League quarters, scoring twice in a semi-final draw earlier this season.

Pedri's strike was enough to settle the tie, with both sides searching for a goal in a tight match.

The teenager scored his third goal of the season against a dogged Sevilla at the start of the match. He added another goal, delivering another breathtaking display.

In the second half, Lionel Messi came off for Mbappe, who has been Madrid's third choice in the race for the title.

The Uruguayan defender went off in the final minutes, with the team looking for a win to clinch Gold.

Victory confirmed Barcelona's spot in the Champions League quarters, with both sides searching for a goal in a tight match.

The Uruguayan defender went off in the final minutes, with the team looking for a win to clinch Gold.

**Kachunga and Mbappe**

Kachunga and Mbappe have been instrumental in helping PSG reach the Champions League quarters, scoring twice in a semi-final draw earlier this season.

The Champions League quarters also featured another remarkable achievement for a team that has lost its title.

In the second half, Lionel Messi came off for Mbappe, who has been Madrid's third choice in the race for the title.

The Uruguayan defender went off in the final minutes, with the team looking for a win to clinch Gold.

Victory confirmed Barcelona's spot in the Champions League quarters, with both sides searching for a goal in a tight match.

The Uruguayan defender went off in the final minutes, with the team looking for a win to clinch Gold.

**Champions or Europa League?**

The Champions League quarters also featured another remarkable achievement for a team that has lost its title.

In the second half, Lionel Messi came off for Mbappe, who has been Madrid's third choice in the race for the title.

The Uruguayan defender went off in the final minutes, with the team looking for a win to clinch Gold.

**Cahalennon**

Cahalennon from scoring on the rebound, had4 the second in the area before the Turkish-born Brazilian who was called to the post by save. His body turned to the final in the minute, exchanging positional dominance in the area.

The Uruguayan defender went off in the final minutes, with the team looking for a win to clinch Gold.

Victory confirmed Barcelona's spot in the Champions League quarters, with both sides searching for a goal in a tight match.

The Uruguayan defender went off in the final minutes, with the team looking for a win to clinch Gold.

**Dubbing**

Dubbing the Indian Open, the top Indian players were due to compete over the four-day event. Sri Lanka's Dia Dautkaran, who won the title in 2008, was back in the fray as the Asian Open champion.

The Uruguayan defender went off in the final minutes, with the team looking for a win to clinch Gold.

Victory confirmed Barcelona's spot in the Champions League quarters, with both sides searching for a goal in a tight match.

The Uruguayan defender went off in the final minutes, with the team looking for a win to clinch Gold.
**Rahul, Hooda lift LSG to 169/7**

Shipki 4. Rahul and Deepak have scored well in the middle, and the run rate of 7.59 is competitive, especially given that the second and third games were quite low-scoring. The top five, keen to find consistency and make a comeback after the preceding in their team’s 2022. It’s an encouraging season for Rahul, as he played well against KKR and started the proceedings. Rahul, a key for the win.

**I see Krishna playing all 3 formats for India:**

Having won with his all-round performance in the first two games, Rahul has all the shots in the book to be a finisher as well.